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In the last decades, Hypo- & Hyper-articulation (H&H) theory (Lindblom, 1990) has provided a promising
explanatory platform for many speech phenomena, explaining the variation in speech as resulting from the
resolution of conflicting demands related to efficiency of production and perceptual clarity. As for computa-
tional modeling, optimization techniques represent a well-suited tool for simulating H&H mechanisms, with
quantified production and perception demands implemented as counteracting components of a composite cost
function. Comparable techniques have been used within the framework of Stochastic Optimality Theory and
related approaches (Boersma, 1998; Katz, 2010). Recently, optimization has been applied to the replication of
gestural coordination phenomena within an embodied model of articulation by Simko and Cummins (2011).
In this paper we present an optimization-based model attempting to unify interlinked segmental and supraseg-
mental aspects of speech in a hierarchical model of timing and rhythm. At the core of our model is a composite
cost function, implemented as a weighted sum of component cost functions that relate to the durations of vari-
ous prosodic constituents in sequences of consonant and vowel segments. The variables of the cost function are
temporal boundaries of segments in a simulated phrase. The optimization algorithm determines the boundaries
minimizing the cost function, resulting in the optimal temporal description of the given phrase with respect to
the model parameters. Weights assigned to component functions facilitate modeling a hierarchy of prosodic
features of utterances ranging from speaking rate variations through phenomena related to stress and phrase
final lengthening to language specific rhythmic properties of speech.
Two basic component cost functions operate at the segmental level and reflect the production-perception trade-
offs. The function Ds increases linearly with the duration of segment s, and can be interpreted as a crude
measure of articulatory effort. This is countered by the cost Ps of parsing the given segment s by a listener.
The function Ps decreases with segmental duration in a non-linear fashion, declining rapidly for the first few
milliseconds but asymptotically converging to zero. We thus assume that the shorter the segment, the greater
demand it poses on the listener, the difficulty being especially high for very short durations (Grimm, 1966).
Consonants and vowels are distinguished by different slope constants for the parsing cost function, reflect-
ing their different statuses in speech parsing (Diehl et al., 1987). In addition, a cost function T increasing
(logarithmically) with the duration of a whole sequence provides a control mechanism for speech tempo.
In addition to this, our model features cost functions aimed at eliciting rhythmic properties of speech. We
assume that although perfect isochrony at any prosodic level is not present in the speech signal, there exist
(language-specific) tendencies for individual levels of the prosodic hierarchy to dominate the temporal organi-
zation of speech. The model currently features two functions that impose costs on the “non-rhythmicity”, or
non-evenness of the duration of suprasegmental units: the functions S and F that are difference functions of
syllable and inter-stress interval durations in the entire sequence, respectively. While the general architecture of
our model is inherently language independent, adjusting the weights for the higher-level prosodic cost functions
allows for specifying dominant levels of temporal organization in a given language.
The overall cost function C is thus defined as
C = αD
∑
s
δsDs + αP
∑
s
pisPs + αTT + αSS + αFF,
where the sums range over all segments s in an utterance, α’s are weights assigned to component cost functions
used to elicit variations in speaking rate (αD and αT ), H&H scale (αP ) and in overall rhythmic properties
of speech (αS and αF ). Moreover, the premium placed on segment duration and parsing cost can be locally
adjusted for each segment, using the weighting factors δs and pis. This mechanism allows for a principled treat-
ment of prosodic conditions such as stress or final lengthening. Stressed syllables are modeled by increasing the
weighting factor pis for their constituent segments. As stressed syllables are particularly critical for decoding
linguistic structure (Cutler et al., 1997), we assume that speakers put a premium on perceptual clarity and “care
less” about minimizing effort and duration when producing them. Similarly, phrase final lengthening can be
elicited by lowering the duration weighting factor δs, putting less premium, locally, on the durational aspect.
In a preliminary experiment, we have simulated data from a German and an Italian speaker from the Bonn-
Tempo Corpus (Dellwo et al., 2004). Results show that the optimization procedure converges and produces
meaningful results: the model successfully reproduces the reported difference in regression coefficients for
inter-stress interval duration as a function of the number of syllables, with the intercept of the function being
at roughly 100 ms for Italian and 200 ms for German (Eriksson, 1991). This is achieved by choosing a param-
eter setting with αS < αF for German and αS > αF for Italian, corresponding to the alleged syllable-timed
and stress-timed characteristics of the two languages. Moreover, we find high correlations between real and
simulated syllable and inter-stress interval durations. Crucially, the built-in interactions between syllabic struc-
ture and the different levels of rhythmic organization ensure that the model does not generate isochrony at any
prosodic level, but reproduces realistic durational variability.
Our preliminary results suggest that the model is a promising candidate for accounting for the temporal orga-
nization of speech. The key strength of the model is its explanatory power, as its individual components as
well as the overall structure are grounded in biologically and developmentally plausible principles. This, in
our opinion, distinguishes the presented approach from similar hierarchical paradigms, e.g. the oscillator-based
and task-dynamical accounts of timing in speech (O’Dell and Nieminen, 1999; Saltzman et al., 2008). We
believe that the underlying assumptions of the model will open intriguing possibilities towards interpretation
with regard to language evolution and acquisition in the course of further work.
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